WinWorld and its CMS, Adventure, is still in development. Some features may be missing, not working right, looking imperfect, or briefly
unavailable until we can without hesitation call it stable. Visit the forums or hop onto IRC to chat, or for codebase issues, file a bug on GitHub.

WinWorld from the past, to the present, for the future
WinWorld is an online museum dedicated to the preservation and sharing of vintage, abandoned, and
pre-release software. We offer information, media and downloads for a wide variety of computers and
operating systems.
Our entire library is free, open and available to everyone. Whether you're looking to go down memory
lane and re-visit classic versions of Windows, do some research on computing history, or repurpose an
old system that can't run the latest and greatest, we aim to be your number one source of top-quality
information and downloads that other sites simply can't compare with. Get classic operating systems,
applications, games and betas for every platform from PC to Mac to Amiga, right here from the
software library on WinWorld.
If you'd like to learn more about the history of WinWorld, check out our About page. Otherwise head on
over to the forums or IRC and say hello!

News from @winworldpc
WinWorld
@winworldpc
Bitcoin and Litecoin donation addresses updated
on the donation page; planning to add Ethereum
and others soon.
Also a shoutout to the-eye.eu, a massive, open file
repository where you will soon be able to access a
complete directory listing of the library.
Sep 8, 2018
WinWorld
@winworldpc
Software Spotlight: Archiving VTERM II
VTERM is a PC telecom program designed to
emulate the DEC VT100 and interface with DEC
systems. By itself it isn't much to talk about, so
instead we take a more in-depth look at the
archival process.
Read more:
forum.winworldpc.com/discussion/105…
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